Part I: Australia as a Middle Power

Chapter 1: The Genesis and Early Operation of a Hard-Line Liberal Government
Policy on WNG, February-April 1950
I
The Round Table Conference of 1949 formally transferred the entire Indonesian
archipelago from the Dutch to their former colonial vassals. There was, however, one
notable exception. The Netherlands Government refused to concede the territory of
WNG, much to the chagrin of the Indonesians, who insisted that all of the former East
Indies be incorporated into the new state.1 In fact, the conference had been saved from
complete breakdown only by the last minute proposal that the WNG issue be dealt with
through negotiations over the next 12 months.2 Thus, what had been a running sore for a
number of years remained unhealed, and had actually been considerably inflamed.
The policy of Joseph Chifley’s Australian Labor Government towards WNG
had essentially been one of non-involvement. As stated in an informal note to the Dutch
of 20 October 1949, Australia believed that “future arrangements regarding New
Guinea are primarily a matter for discussion between the Netherlands and the Republic
of Indonesia”, although, for their part, the Australians preferred that the territory be
placed under United Nations trusteeship.3 This was not a line that the Liberal-Country
Party coalition was likely to follow unthinkingly. The Government that came into
power in December 1949 did not have the same faith as Labor in the United Nations.
New Prime Minister Robert Menzies was, with his Cabinet, also more sceptical of the
ability of emerging Asian nations to maintain internal and regional stability and a
foreign policy favourable to the West – convictions that had contributed to differences
with Labor over Australian policy during the struggle for Indonesian independence.4
Primary responsibility for the WNG problem lay on the desk of new Minister
for External Affairs, Percy Spender. Spender, as he did in other matters, introduced a
significant degree of initiative and aggression into the debate over WNG, and under
him were formed what were to be for eight years the elements of Government policy on
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the dispute. The energy he brought to the question was consistent with his personality
and background, which had combined to make him one of the more assertive,
determined and independent members of the Liberal Party. Spender had been a failure
at school, and while working as a clerk at Sydney’s Town Hall, he was encouraged to
attempt again to matriculate.5 This he did, and he then studied Arts and Law at night
while working at the Petty Sessions office during the day. Demonstrating his tenacity,
Spender came through this gruelling regime with First Class Honours and the
University Medal. Afterward, starting from scratch, he built a highly successful career
as a barrister, taking silk in 1934. Three years later, after being challenged in a drunken
debate over dinner, he contested the Federal seat of Warringah as an independent and,
extraordinarily, defeated the then Minister of Defence, Sir Archdale Parkhill, in the
federal elections. Recognized for his outstanding abilities, Spender served as a Cabinet
Minister soon after joining the United Australia Party (UAP), first without portfolio,
later as Treasurer, and then as Minister for the Army. As the latter, he demonstrated a
characteristic stubbornness – one that would later frustrate other nations with an interest
in the WNG dispute – by supporting a recommendation to withdraw Australian troops
from Tobruk against the will of a thoroughly displeased Churchill. The maverick trait
that had led Spender into politics had not deserted him either. In 1944, by then in
Opposition, he defied party discipline, and remained on the Advisory War Council. The
move cost him his membership of the UAP, and he had to endure the bitterness of his
colleagues, including Menzies, who was particularly venomous, but he insisted his
“first and over-riding obligation…[was] to the nation”.6 In asserting this principle, he
highlighted another characteristic that was to be important in the context of his
involvement in the WNG problem – that of a sense of duty.
Upon returning from the Colombo Conference, which was part of his first trip
abroad as Minister in 1950, Spender briefed Cabinet on 8 February on a range of
Southeast Asian issues, including the dispute over New Guinea.7 Here he described the
recent history of the Dutch-Indonesian disagreement, along with its implications for
Australia.8 This important report highlights some of the features of Australian Liberal
thinking that were formally adopted as policy on 8 February, and were to remain
prominent for much of the WNG dispute. The most fundamental idea put forward by
Spender was that Australia had “vital interests” in New Guinea (NG).
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This notion had – relative to the length of the Australia’s ‘white’ past at least – a
long history. In 1883, anxiety over German interest in NG prompted the Queensland
Government to unilaterally claim the island on behalf of the Crown, and there was
widespread unhappiness in the Australian colonies over Britain’s late reaction in
assuming control in 1884 over only the south-eastern portion of NG.9 From this
moment, fears grew that if a war started in Europe, Australia might be faced with the
presence on its doorstep of a power hostile to the Empire and its dominions.10 When
war did break out between Germany and England in 1914, the Australians moved
against the German administrative centre at Rabaul within a matter of days. In doing so,
the Federal Government was acting under British instructions,11 but the Australians also
had self-centred motives, based upon concerns about their physical safety.12 Later, at
the Paris Peace Conference of 1919, Australian Prime Minister W. M. Hughes
campaigned vigorously for the annexation of German New Guinea, arguing that “If
there were at the very door of Australia a potential or actual enemy Australia could not
feel safe”.13 In the end, Australia had to settle for a mandate, which produced a degree
of insecurity because of the possibility that the territory might be taken from the
Commonwealth Government.14
Certainly, throughout the inter-war years, the aim of successive Australian
Governments was to ensure that nothing changed on the island of NG as a whole. The
revival of a German threat was still seen as a possibility, as demonstrated by resistance
to British suggestions that the return of northeast NG to Germany be a part of the
program of appeasement, 15 but the encroachment of Japanese interests in the Pacific
was increasingly seen as the major problem. As with the Germans before, the
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Australians did not want a possible enemy to dominate the islands close to the
mainland, so they attempted to prevent the growth of Japanese influence in these
areas.16 In fact, by the late 1930s, Australians had been reinforced in their belief that
the string of islands to their immediate north were the country’s natural – and necessary
– sphere of influence.
The widely accepted ‘truths’ about NG were reinforced by the events of the
Second World War. The occupation of parts of the island by the Japanese, and the
bombing of Darwin, was seen as proving the previously untested belief that control of
NG by an enemy in war would gravely threaten the security of the continent itself.
Similarly, the defeat of Japanese forces on the Kododa Trail and elsewhere was taken
as showing that NG was a buffer area where an enemy could be met and repelled
offshore. Under the impetus of these elements of conventional wisdom, the main tenet
of Australia’s traditional attitude to the island was strengthened; New Guinea had to be
denied to any nation that might become hostile. Before 1942 this was a strongly held
conviction, but in the post-War period it became – for the vast majority of Australians –
an incontrovertible ‘lesson’ akin to that of Munich 1938.
Thus, in asserting in his statement to Cabinet that WNG was strategically vital
to the defence of the country, Spender was hardly taking a revolutionary step. He was
merely speaking in a manner consistent with the beliefs of most Australians, including
his party colleagues.17 However, Spender raised two issues in connection with this
strategic concern that had played no role in past government policy. “Australia”, he
asserted, “cannot passively await the outcome of negotiations, and should point out to
both parties our direct strategic interests in the future administration of Dutch New
Guinea.” In the next sentence he added that “it is generally known we would oppose
transfer to the Republic”. In essence, Spender was underlining differences with Labor
as to, firstly, the interpretation of the principle of keeping WNG ‘friendly’ and,
secondly, over the best tactics for upholding the principle. In other words, Labor had
not formally distinguished Indonesia as a potentially ‘unfriendly’ power – or as a
country possibly dominated by an ‘unfriendly’ (most likely, communist) power – so it
had not sought to guarantee Indonesian exclusion from the island. This was perhaps
16
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because of a presumption that the Netherlands would exert an influence on Indonesian
foreign and defence policies via the Union relationship, but the point is that Labor
leaders saw Australian interests in NG as being given some protection by ensuring
negotiations over WNG were conducted between the Dutch and the Indonesians alone.18
Spender was convinced this position was naïve and dangerous, and he sought a policy
that was both active and biased against the Indonesians.
Spender’s suspicions surrounding the future of the new Indonesian state were
shared by other Ministers, and a majority in the public service and electorate. Though
there was some sympathy for the aspirations of nationalist leaders, many viewed them
as quislings of the Japanese – and they were highly distrusted as a result. The ability of
these leaders as nation-builders and administrators was also questioned, which, coupled
with the knowledge that Indonesia was fragile socially and economically, led to the
belief that the country might well soon fragment or descend into chaos. This would
leave it vulnerable to outside communist domination. Racial factors also played a part,
and not only in terms of judgements of Indonesian ‘character’ and ability. Aroused by
anti-colonial awakenings in Asia generally, many Australians did not want to see a
‘white’ administration replaced by a ‘coloured’ one in WNG. Psychologically, this
would be unpalatable, as an Asian nation would, for the first time, share a land border
with Australian territory. In other words, Australians had been able to live in Asia
without ‘touching it’, so to speak, and they did not want to feel the full force of what
was perhaps an historical aberration – that is, the establishment in 1788 of an AngloSaxon settlement in a region dominated by millions of a different race.
In designating the Indonesians as potentially unfriendly and, or, weak, Spender
was therefore again not acting radically. Nevertheless, this position was not without
problems because the Indonesians were determined to secure WNG. The Irian Barat
issue was increasingly being seen in Indonesia as a last struggle against their former
imperial overlords.19 Though there were differences amongst Indonesians as to the
intensity of their feelings on this issue – and also divergences over tactics – almost all
were united in the claim that Irian should be ‘returned’ to the Republic.20 In addition, it
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was those most fanatical (and less likely to use conventional diplomatic methods) that
were exerting the most influence on Indonesian policy. In fact, the Cabinet of
Mohammed Hatta – and later that of Mohammed Natsir – felt obliged to support the
claim, not so much through genuine conviction, but because those of a more extreme
bent had established a climate in which this had become politically necessary.21
President Achmed Sukarno was an important figure in the radicalization of the politics
of the Irian campaign. He believed fervently in the moral strength of Indonesia’s claim,
and viewed himself as being more in the artist-revolutionary mould,22 as opposed to
those such as Hatta, who had a greater interest in the practicalities of administration.
Consequently, Sukarno used his position – and his undoubted gifts as an orator – to
agitate repeatedly in public for the transfer of WNG. Also, his statements were
commonly more militant than those of Indonesian Cabinet members. On 28 December
1949, a day after Indonesia gained official independence from the Dutch, Sukarno had
announced that “the next target to struggle for was the incorporation of West New
Guinea into the new Republic of Indonesia”.23 Such methods and expressions were to
be continually employed by the President in ensuring a revolutionary Irian campaign
stayed at the forefront of national debate.
The obvious alternative to Indonesian control over WNG, that of continued
Netherlands sovereignty, likewise posed difficulties for the Australians. The Dutch
faced diplomatic isolation and domestic political turmoil over a remote and
economically unrewarding territory. With the demise of the Netherlands East Indies,
the focus of Dutch foreign policy was firmly on western Europe, and particularly the
fledgling North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO). The maintenance of a presence
in WNG was thus something of an anomaly, and one that the Dutch Government would
be tempted to end if it became too expensive or brought the Netherlands into conflict
with its ostensibly anti-colonial NATO ally – the United States. At home, a powerful
lobby group with business interests in Indonesia saw the retention of WNG as an
obstacle to the reconstruction of Netherlands-Indonesian relations and the protection of
Dutch assets. A growth in the influence of this faction would bring with it potential for
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an about-turn in the policy of retaining WNG. Furthermore, a decline in the feelings of
sentimentality and bitterness – seemingly the main forces behind the general
determination to retain the territory – contained similar possibilities. Added to all this,
there existed the chance that a new government less sympathetic to a token empire –
such as one dominated by the Dutch Labour Party – could come to power.24
The difficulties associated with Dutch and Indonesian policy were not ignored
by Spender in the 8 February meeting. He noted that Indonesian leaders had claimed
that WNG should be part of Indonesia, and he also drew attention to the danger that the
Netherlands, in spite of its apparent willingness to defy Indonesian demands, “might
see little point in maintaining New Guinea as an Independent colony” owing to the
costs of development, defence and administration. West New Guinea would “for many
years…be a liability rather than an asset.”25 Another menace perceived by Spender was
the chance of a compromise between the Netherlands and Indonesia. He was, he said,
concerned about the possibility of a combined Dutch-Asian administration of the
western part of the island.26
In the light of this assessment, two conclusions were drawn. Firstly, Australia
should not only support the Dutch, but make sure they did nothing against Australia’s
interests. Spender proposed sending a note to the Dutch Government, informing it of
these interests and asking to be kept fully informed. Secondly, if the Dutch
contemplated a change in WNG’s status, “they should give consideration to an
arrangement by which Australia could share with them the obligations of development
and defence, for example, a bilateral agreement or even a joint trusteeship
arrangement.” Thus, Indonesian demands and Dutch vulnerability were accounted for.
The essence of the Minister’s plan was that the nullification of these dangerous
elements could be achieved via a vigorous defence of the status quo and, if this failed,
through the development of a cooperative Dutch-Australian relationship. The
underlying assumption of this was that given a firm resolution on the part of the
Netherlands and Australian Governments, Indonesian opinion would become largely
irrelevant – Jakarta would simply not have the power or influence to enforce its views,
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and it lacked the will to pursue its claim over time. Moreover, Spender apparently
believed any resultant Indonesian bitterness would be of little long-term significance.27
All the ideas put forward by the Minister evoked strong support from Cabinet.
Spender was given permission to inform the Dutch Government “of Australia’s vital
interest” in WNG, and to suggest “that Australia was willing to play a more positive
role in this matter than hitherto.”28 This decision – made within what was effectively the
first month of power – highlighted the critical place that WNG occupied in the thinking
of the new Liberal Government. Not only was such a move geared towards an active
role in the dispute, Cabinet had taken its stand before America or Britain had developed
a clear position in the matter. As events made apparent, Australian planning was, at this
point, more advanced than that of the Dutch themselves. This is not to say that
Australian policy had crystallized. Certainly, the Australians were forced to make
changes during the next 12 months, but the basic framework of Liberal policy until
1959 was established at this early stage: for the sake of Australian security, Indonesia
had to be kept out of WNG, and someone ‘friendly’ kept in.
II
This objective, its logic (security), and the means of its pursuit (active involvement),
reveal important aspects of Australian self-perception with regard to part of SEA –
namely Indonesia. The first two show recognition of potential Australian vulnerability
to the Republic.29 It was possible that Australia could in future be weak relative to its
new neighbour. This, however, was not the same as fear. Australia was not afraid of
Indonesia (in the way that Nancy Viviani, for example, has argued).30 It was, rather,
forcefully confident in its attitude to Jakarta, believing it was able, in the face of a
fervent Indonesian campaign, and without the direct aid of the US and UK, to prevent
Indonesian penetration of Melanesia. To be sure, the Government’s goal referred to
above, combined with its means, demonstrates the conviction that Australia was a
superior power to Indonesia.
Thus, Australia’s attitude to SEA was not entirely characterized by timidity,
followed by direct dependence on outside forces. Instead, Australia viewed itself as the
preeminent power in the area roughly south of Singapore, and as the effective colonial
27
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power of the Southwest Pacific. It consequently behaved in a manner it saw as befitting
such degrees of ‘imperial’ authority – aggressively and relatively independently
asserting its predominance in the wider area through defence of its immediate Pacific
sphere of influence east of the WNG-Papua and New Guinea (PNG) border, and
maintenance of its strategic buffer zone in WNG. The reality of such self-assurance and
autonomy was to be clearly illustrated as the Government’s active campaign gained
momentum.
As an aside, it is important to stress the validity of using Australian Government
policy on WNG in making observations on ‘Australia’s’ perception of itself in relation
to SEA, Britain, and the US. As noted, the Cabinet decisions of February aligned with
public sentiment concerning Indonesia’s unreliability and the sanctity of both sides of
NG. This is clear in Gallup Polls of February and May 1950, in which an average of
49.9% of those with an opinion preferred Australia to govern DNG, whilst 25.2%
favoured the Netherlands, and 19% the United Nations (UN).31 Only 5.7% believed
Indonesia should rule the territory. In terms of the Australian public service, the
Department of Defence was revealed later in the year to be dominated by those (as the
Department of External Affairs (DEA) was) disposed to supporting Liberal policy. A
report by the Joint Planning Committee (JPC) – later “noted” by the Defence
Committee (DC), and endorsed by the Secretary of Defence – stressed that WNG was
“strategically important”, and that “a change of control…from the Netherlands
to…Indonesia would not be in the interests of Australian defence.”32

III
In the first move of the active policy phase, Spender sent a note to P. E. Teppema,33 the
Dutch Minister in Canberra, stressing that Australia had “vital strategic interests in
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Dutch New Guinea”, and “did not regard [it] as forming part of Indonesia.”34
Information regarding Netherlands-Indonesian negotiations was also requested, and
Spender suggested that Australia and the Netherlands exchange views – perhaps on the
problems of administration, development and defence. Concerning Indonesia, Spender
proposed “to make quite clear to the authorities in...Indonesia that it regards itself as
directly concerned in the determination of the future administration of Dutch New
Guinea.” This was a bold move, and one premised not only on opposition to Indonesian
claims, but also on the idea that close ties with Indonesia would be best achieved by
making the Australian position “quite clear from the outset rather than allow[ing] an
atmosphere of doubt and mistrust to enter into our relations.”35
United States and British representatives were handed copies of the note to the
Dutch soon after 8 February, and asked to comment. These moves forced the British,
for the first time, to articulate their views to the Liberal Government; the threat of
Australian intervention raised serious problems for the United Kingdom. Foremost in
Foreign Office (FO) thinking was the potential danger to British Far Eastern interests.
The Commonwealth Relations Office (CRO) telegrammed the High Commissioner in
Canberra:
The close liaison between Indonesia and India should…be taken into account. It is almost
certain that the terms of any approach by Australia on the lines suggested would leak out, and
this would have a most undesirable effect on Indian opinion and in other countries where there
is much sympathy with Indonesian aspirations.36

Though British policy underwent distinct changes over the next 12 years, remaining
interests in Asia continued to exert a central influence on its character. Beyond this, the
initial reaction in Whitehall was that the Dutch and Indonesians should be allowed to
negotiate without interference. This position was remarkably similar to that of the
Australian Labor Party in 1949, and it is likely that it reflected the views of British
Labour Foreign Secretary Earnest Bevan.
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The official British reply came through their Deputy High Commissioner in
Canberra, Walter Garnett.37 Paragraph three of his letter was a summary of the UK
position, as had been communicated to External Affairs in October 1949, and to which
the British said they still held. A preference for “the retention of Dutch control” was
expressed, although it was made clear that the idea of a “long trusteeship does not
appeal to us” and that “we feel that the subject is essentially one for settlement between
the Dutch and Indonesians.” Fundamentally, the British desired that the dispute remain
localized, and that nothing be done to further rock the boat as far as their own interests
(particularly those in Malaya and Singapore) were concerned. This is not to say there
was no regard for Australian interests in London; in a telegram from the CRO to the
Embassy in Canberra, it was claimed that Australian anxieties were “fully appreciated”,
and noted that Dutch attempts to overhaul administration in WNG indicated “they do
not intend to yield easily to Indonesian pressure”38. Still, the traditional Labourite
attitude regarding international dialogue, and an eye to self-interest in Asia – and both
were complementary in this instance – were the dominant strains in UK policy at this
time.39
On 20 February, the Netherlands Government conveyed its reply to the
Australian note.40 Although the Australian offer of support was referred to as “highly
appreciated”, it is difficult to interpret Dutch comments as anything less than a tactful
rebuff. Highlighting the great hope that existed in The Hague in the early years of a
close relationship with Indonesia, Spender was informed that discussion on the WNG
issue was due to take place at the first Netherlands-Indonesian Union Conference, and
that “great importance is attached to avoid anything which might influence the
harmonious atmosphere between the partners of the...Union.” More specifically, he was
told “any immediate step in connection with the New Guinea problem undertaken by a
third power will, it is believed, necessarily touch the Indonesian sentiments and may
carry the risk that an objective approach to the problems at stake be frustrated.” Finally,
the Australians were assured that “the Netherlands Government has no intention of
taking decisive steps with regard to New Guinea in the near future.” Although the
Dutch placed emphasis on the forthcoming negotiations, it is clear that they viewed any
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interference as inevitably disastrous in a tactical sense.41 It seems that at this point they
were concerned with the issue only from the point of view of their own interests; little
was made of the basis of Spender’s memorandum – Australia’s

“vital strategic

interests”.
Having raised the WNG issue verbally with Teppema on 10 February, Spender
had already decided not to approach the Indonesians,42 and the official replies of the
British and Dutch Governments must have greatly reinforced his sense of isolation. In
fact, the Australians were probably shocked at the degree of opposition from two allies
over an issue they believed was central to the country’s security. Nevertheless – and in
a first explicit sign that Australia was prepared to pursue its interests in WNG alone if
necessary – these events were apparently viewed as a tactical setback, rather than a
reason to review Australian policy. Teppema’s note was acknowledged on 22 February,
and Australia expressed an interest in the promise that the Netherlands “would revert to
the contents of the Australian note in due course”.43 Yet, it is a reply to Garnett’s letter
of 17 February that most graphically illustrates that, having been gently rebuffed, the
Australians simply looked for different ways of pressing their original case. The
Secretary of the DEA, John Burton, wrote:
the view of the United Kingdom authorities which you summarised is broadly in agreement with
our own, except for a very important and even vital difference in emphasis....the Australian
Government takes a definite view that there is little room for compromise in this matter because
it is not merely that Dutch New Guinea is of “some importance to Pacific defence” but that it is
in fact vital to our security. However, we might take up this question of emphasis at a later date
when we know better the position between the Netherlands Government and the Indonesian
authorities.44

The gist of Spender and Burton’s thinking at this stage seems to have been that
Australia should try to find common ground with Britain and the Netherlands if
possible – without letting go of the Cabinet decisions of February 8 – yet leave room
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According to British Ambassador to The Hague, Sir Philip Nichols, Dirk Stikker (Dutch Foreign
Minister) was also afraid that disclosure of the Australian attitude would lead to an unfavourable public
reaction in the Netherlands, along with the development of an intransigent stance regarding negotiations.
See Nichols to R. H. Scott (Head, South East Asia Department, British Foreign Office (FO)), 21
February 1950, in FO 371/8703, PRO.
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See Spender’s minute to Burton on Garnett’s reply of 17 February, in A1838/283, TS3036/6/1, Pt 1,
NAA.
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Burton to Teppema, 22 February 1950, in A1838/283, TS3036/6/1, Pt 1, NAA.
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Burton to Garnett, 24 February 1950, in A1838/283, TS3036/6/1, Pt 1, NAA. According to one
contemporary, Burton was, as H. V. Evatt’s (former Australian Minister for External Affairs) protégé,
probably in a “lame duck situation”, and “treading lightly”, with Spender’s assumption of the External
Affairs portfolio (interview with Pierre Hutton (in 1950, a cadet in the DEA), 26 May 1998), but they do
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certainly had some vigorous exchanges with both countries over the following months.
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for another push towards the plan proposed in the note to the Dutch if this proved
necessary.
The Australian Government, awaiting clarification of the NetherlandsIndonesian interaction over WNG, did not communicate further with other governments
during March or early April.45 This lull ended abruptly with the decision by Dutch and
Indonesian representatives to establish a special commission, whose task it would be
“to find a solution acceptable to both parties.”46 Spender immediately sent an
exceptionally strong letter and aide memoire to Teppema. Horrified at the now real
possibility of a Dutch-Indonesian compromise, Spender evidently believed it called for
a hard-line response:
a solution acceptable to both parties by implication must give some entry to Indonesia into
Dutch New Guinea...the Australian Government cannot contemplate any entry, direct or
indirect, by Indonesia into Dutch territory.47

In this context, Spender made it clear Australia would not baulk at moving toward an
entirely independent policy on DNG. He said “we feel compelled...to state our views
clearly to the Republican authorities, at least stating that we are informing the
Netherlands Government of claims in respect of Dutch New Guinea, and of the fact that
we believe the Netherlands should feel free to negotiate with us at this stage.”
The belligerent tones and independent claims of the letter were expanded in the
extraordinary aide memoire, in which Spender set out the alternatives to a compromise
with Jakarta. After reiterating the argument that agreement with Indonesia would result
in the latter gaining some administrative control, Spender emphasized the difficulties
that the Dutch would have in retaining WNG. He then attempted to lay down
Australia’s credentials as an interested party (principally by drawing attention to
Australian rule in Papua and New Guinea). Following this, a dramatic conclusion was
drawn:
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This comment refers to secret dialogue, for Spender did make a public statement in Parliament on 9
March on New Guinea. However, his message would have contained no revelations for other
protagonists. He stated that “the island areas immediately adjacent to Australia...are, as experience has
shown, our last ring of defence against aggression, and Australia must be vitally concerned with
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If the Netherlands agrees with our judgements set out above and does not feel it can, from the
point of view of world opinion or the point of view of the problems of administration,
permanently maintain its position, then we would prefer that it should relinquish completely its
interests to Australia on terms to be determined, so that this territory could be administered
along with the Territory of Papua and the Trust Territory of New Guinea.

This was more than mere talk. John Hood, the new Australian Ambassador in Jakarta,
was asked to deliver (by 1 May) a letter articulating Australia’s claim to be “the sole
administrator or at least part administrator of Dutch New Guinea as trustee or
otherwise.”48
The British and Americans were forwarded copies of the communication to
Hood, and they responded swiftly. Both had viewed the earlier assertion of Australian
interest in negotiations as a nuisance, but the real chance of a claim to WNG generated
positive alarm in London and Washington. The US memorandum in reply opened by
stressing that they were “highly concerned” by the intended Australian intervention,
and that a “frank statement of the United States view” was needed.49 The American
argument consisted of half a dozen points, but the basis of it was that although the US
preferred a continued Dutch presence in the form of a trusteeship, neither this, nor
Australian involvement, would be likely to meet with world approval outside or within
a United Nations framework. New initiatives could also upset the Indonesians, thus
jeopardizing the stability of the area. In conclusion, the Americans said that “the
Government of the United States considers that...Indonesia and the Netherlands should
be permitted to exhaust all the possibilities of a workable solution through bilateral
negotiations before consideration is given to other methods of solving the problem.”
The Americans, to this point, had not given the WNG problem a great deal of thought,
but their initial reaction appears to have been to avoid provoking either the Indonesian
leadership, among whom they hoped to encourage sympathy towards the West, or the
Dutch, who were simultaneously important NATO partners, and smarting over the US
role in Indonesian independence.
48

Burton to John Hood (Australian Ambassador to Indonesia), with attached aide memoire, 21 April
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colourful language, Selden Chapin (US Ambassador to the Netherlands) commented to Secretary of State
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The basic themes of the British communique were similar to that of the
Americans.50 It was curtly stated that “the Australian Government at present have [sic]
no standing and are [sic] likely to be rebuffed by both the Netherlands and Indonesian
Governments.” Furthermore – and also indicative of the division between the
perspectives of Australia and the Allies on this issue – there were fears that the note to
Indonesia might “increase their suspicions regarding Western motives in South East
Asia”. The UK advised that the delivery of the note be delayed at least until the reply of
the Netherlands Government was received.51
Unknown to the British and Americans, the second Australian retreat had, in
fact, already begun. Hood had been cabled on 29 April and told that “in view of the
strong representations of the U.S. and U.K. it has been decided to withhold presentation
of [the] aide memoire until Netherlands observation[s] [are] received.”52 Hood was also
asked for his assessment of the situation, because a decision had to be made as to
whether to go ahead with the note in spite of the British and American reaction. On the
other hand, it was also admitted that a solution such as a Netherlands trusteeship might
eventually be acceptable if the US “made some firm undertakings regarding
maintenance of the position in the light of world opinion and development and defence
of the territory.” This was a significant aside. For the first time, consideration was being
given to the idea that, if a change in the status of the territory did occur, direct
Australian involvement in its administration might not be necessary. This shift was not
simply a direct result of Australia’s diplomatic isolation. Britain and America would
50
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have had little impact on Spender if none of their comments had complemented
Australian strategic concerns. However, the US claim that it would ideally favour
continued Dutch control struck a chord with him. If the Americans could throw their
full weight behind a Netherlands trusteeship, the Dutch would be strengthened,
Indonesia possibly silenced, and Australia’s interests reconciled with those of the
Western powers. Nonetheless, this was at best a remote possibility. In the meantime,
more immediate concerns had to be dealt with; namely, how to prevent a DutchIndonesian compromise in spite of the fact that Australia was rapidly becoming isolated
in connection with WNG.
It was here that John Burton put forward some suggestions. In a letter to
Spender on 1 May, the Secretary advised that the US, the UK, and the Netherlands be
informed
that there are about two weeks to elapse before formal presentation of the Note, and [that they]
have that opportunity to come back with constructive
proposals or useful assurances. In
the absence of anything of that nature, we can completely justify the Note being presented
formally.53

This was a rather cunning attempt to regain the moral high ground, whilst leaving open
the slim possibility that one of the governments might put something forward that might
suit Australia. Burton’s ideas were, he claimed, based on Hood’s suggestions,54 but he
was in fact misrepresenting the latter. Hood had actually stated that he was “convinced
that it would be a mistake at this stage to disclose our interest to the Indonesian
Government in a manner proposed in the aide memoire...just when the proper time
would come is hard just now to say; but in my opinion it is not at the moment.”55 It is
interesting that one of the first words of caution evident in Australian circles was
deliberately distorted, and therefore effectively ignored. Still, Burton’s ideas were the
ones that Spender wanted to hear. Notes to the US, the UK, and the Netherlands on 3
May essentially repeated (with some additions) the drafts submitted by Burton.56 All of
them were written in a cooperative tone, but the design behind them – as expressed by
Burton above – was unmistakable.
IV
At one level, the opening months of the active Liberal crusade showed, as the initial
policy planning stage had, that Australia approached its relations with Indonesia
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confident in its supremacy. Indonesia, while the only foreseeable direct threat to
Australia’s hegemony in the SW Pacific, was also viewed as subject in a political and
military – though not colonial – sense. The note Hood was instructed to deliver evinced
no fear that the Republic would be able to call upon overwhelming diplomatic aid or
military muscle to counter Australia’s provocative call to be “the sole administrator or
at least part administrator of Dutch New Guinea as trustee or otherwise.”57
The main theme of the early active period, nevertheless, was the ramifications
of such self-perceived superiority in respect to the US and UK. As alluded to earlier,
the Australian Government, because it was not worried about Indonesia, did not feel the
need to make itself dependent on the Americans or the British in its dealings with
offshore SEA. After London’s negative reaction to the original note to Teppema,
Australia’s retreat had only been provisional; there was a desire to keep in step with the
British but, as Burton had suggested to Garnett, Australia was prepared to disregard
this, depending on the situation following further definition of the Dutch position.
Similarly, when the US and UK firmly rejected Spender’s scheme for interjection in the
event of a Dutch collapse, the Minister pulled back – but only momentarily in the hope
that a concerted approach might be found or, more particularly, that the US might agree
to a Dutch trusteeship. Notes to Washington and London made clear that Australia did
not feel bound to stay its hand; a fortnight’s grace was given, after which Indonesia
would be formally notified that Australia would sue for sole control of WNG. Such
behaviour hardly speaks of a Southeast Asian policy that can be invariably defined in
terms of the immediate importance of relations with the US and UK.
This granted, it is imperative to point to the indirect significance of these two
allies in Australia’s self-appointed position as the predominant power south of
Singapore. Just as Britain’s place in the global world order after the Second World War
(which included its status as a de jure and, or, de facto colonial power) was dependent
on US might and an overlap of national interests, Australia’s place as the power of
offshore SEA was, the Menzies Government was convinced, contingent on Australia
remaining the beneficiary of the same expedients (power and coinciding interests) in
relation to both the British and the Americans. These needs had specific application to
the region beyond that in which Australia had control – American and British assistance
was seen as vital in containing China and communism on mainland SEA, and it was on
these questions that Australia eagerly engaged in the politics of dependency – yet they
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were indirectly pertinent to the Indonesia-SW Pacific area because the loss of SEA, and
the withdrawal of the US and UK, would, it was thought, spell an end to Australia’s
influence and, perhaps, its very existence. These ideas explain Spender’s willingness to
inform the British and Americans of Australian plans, and to seek consensus in light of
their protestations; it was foolish for Australia, in pursuing its interests in one particular
area, to damage needlessly those in other and essential areas. At the same time, it
should be noted that the Australian Government did not think such damage, if
deliberately incurred, would be serious enough to undermine the value of an
independent policy in its ‘own’ area. Put differently, Australian Government policies in
this domain were only marginally affected by recognition of the particular (for
mainland SEA) or indirect generic importance of alliance with the US and Britain.
Australian foreign policies in SEA, in so far as they related to feelings about certain
Asian nations, and to the place of the UK and US, closely mirrored distinctions of a
geo-strategic nature.58
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By focussing on the DEA, Chauvel has asserted Australians tended to view their “neighbourhood” in
terms of a South Pacific region and Southeast Asian area – the former being friendly, and the other
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